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1 Monument to the 2nd Viscount Irwin and his wife in Whitkirk Church. Erected in 1688.
Attributed to Edward Pierce (c.1630-95)

Photo: Rational Buildings Record
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SCULPTURE AT LEEDS
In the seventeenth century England contained enough persons of wealth

to build houses like Temple Newsam, which in addition to housing a large
family, accommodated extensive collections of'works of'art. Charles I assembled
a collection unequalled in the history of English taste and portrait sculpture
received considerable attention when the Catholic group at court presented
him with his likeness by Bernini, creator of the full baroque style in sculpture.
After the Restoration English sculpture was still following this semi-baroque

manner but the influence of the Grand Tour was setting the pattern, as it was
to do all through the eighteenth century. Perhaps the finest funeral monument
in Leeds is that to the memory of the 2nd Viscount Irwin in Whitkirk Church.
He died at the age of twenty-six on September 16th, 1688 and his wile,
Elizabeth, caused the monument we show in our illustration to be erected.
In Sir John Soane's Museum in London there are several drawings for

monuments. When the volumes of the trVren Society were being compiled some
years ago, one of these drawings was illustrated (volume 17, plate XXIII) as
an unidentified monument by William Talman (1650—1719), the architect
contemporary of Sir John Vanbrugh. A little later the late Mrs. Katherine
Esdaile suggested that the drawing represented the Whitkirk monument to
Viscount Irwin. More recently Mr. Howard Colvin in his Dictionary of English
Architects (1954) suggests that the drawing is by Edward Pierce (c.1630—1695),
the baroque architect and sculptor. It may therefore be reasonably assumed
that the Whitkirk monument is by Edward Pierce, even allowing for the small
differences between the drawing and the monument itself.

As a sculptor Pierce is best known for his fine portrait busts of Oliver
Cromwell and Sir Christopher Wren (both in the Ashmolean Museum,
Oxford). From 1671 onwards he was almost continuously employed on the
rebuilding of London, being capable of designing as well as carrying out
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2 I.. F. RGIIIIII.IAG (1695—1762) ALEXANDEIK POPE
.VIarhle, height 14'". Dated 1738
BOIJGHT~ HARDING PIJND, 1942

building. The Bishop's Palace at I.ichfield in Staffordshire (1686—7) is an
outstanding example of'he work of this talented artisan of the late Renaissance.
Dr. Margaret Mthinney of the Courtauld Institute of Art, who is studying

the whole range of'nglish sculpture from Elizabethan times, inclines to the
attribution to Pierce. He must have had a large workshop and one of his
talented assistants was Richard Crutcher. By 1705 Crutcher had produced
the only signed work we know f'rom his hand, the monument to Sir Robert
and Lady Clayton at Bletchingley, Surrey. Mr. Sacheverell Sitwell has called
this "one of the most entirely satisfying works of art in the whole kingdom".
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3 EPSTEIN'S STUDIO
Reproduced from the photographic stucly of Epstein by Geoffrey Ireland (:ttndre Deutsch, 1958j

I have not traced any documents relevant to this Whitkirk monument in
the Temple Newsam archives and there, for the moment, the matter rests.
The monument shows the skull and foliage on the s;trcophagus, almost
certainly the "hall mark" of Pierce's studio.
The statue of Queen Anne now in the City Art Gallery, was made in 1712

by Samuel Carpenter (not Andrew Carpenter as stated in Leeds Arts Calendar
Vol. 2, No. 6). Presented in 1712 by Thoresby's "Cousin Milner" it stood in
a niche on the front of the Moot Hall. Little is known of Samuel Carpenter
(1660—1713), but there is work by him at York and he was at Moulsham Hall
in Essex in 1729.
Of recent years the exact researches of Mrs. Esdaile, Mr. Rupert Gunnis

and Mrs. M. I.Webb have thrown much light on eighteenth century sculptors
and their work. Leeds possesses four busts of this period. The two marble busts
in the Long Gallery at Temple Newsam show a lady and gentleman in the
guise of Venus and Mars and are by an unknown English sculptor of about
1700. An outstanding example of eighteenth century portrait sculpture is
Roubiliac's bust of Alexander Pope, signed and dated in 1738. It shows the
poet at the age of fifty and was made three years earlier than the bust com-
missioned by Lord Bolingbroke of which there are eight versions. The inscrip-
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4 EpsTEISS I ADY GREGORY
Bronae, heigltt 15"
ACQUIRFD 1942

5 EPsTEIR I.YDIA LAUGHING
Bron e, heigitt 14" (teithout base)

ACQCIRED 1950

6 EPSTEIV MRS. MARY MCEVOY
Bron e, height 18"
ACQCIRED 1942

tion on the front "Qui nil molitur inepte" (who never exerts himself foolishly)
is taken from Horace's Ars Poetica.
It is, however, in more modern examples of the sculptor's art that the Leeds

collections are strongest, and consideration can first be given to those of
Epstein. This most dominant of'rtists has recorded in his autobiography
I.et there be Sculpture of his association with the Leeds artist, Jacob Kramer.
'I'he bust of Kramcr i» one of the seven portrait busts by Epstein in our
collection.
Whoever look» at them can scc Epstein's amazingr laculty for catching a

likeness and must feel moreover that there is breath within the bronze. When
onc look» back on the storm which was aroused in 1931 when Epstein produced
his controversial work (genesis (recently sold again) it is hard to find anyone
more rejected, accepted, and revered within a lifetime. Writing of Behold the
Alan the late T. W. Earp said, "the most unwilling critics concede Epstein's
power as a modellcr and the portrait bronzes display his accustomed skill.
They are all ntarkcd with the print of the sitter's character, swiftly grasped,
and all are splendidly alive."
Geoffrey Ireland's new photographic study of Epstein (1958) directs our

attention to the scale and vigour of his work. It is much to be desired that
Leeds will eventually acquire a work of the scale and vigour of the Birmingham
Lucifer or the London Madonna and Child. How regrettable it seems that the
group subject Descent from the Cross was never carried out. The bust of Kramer
was to have been used for the figure of St. John. Epstein has produced these
monumental works from time to time, ever since he received his first major
commission in 1907. Whilst one must go to London, Llandaff, Blackpool,
Oxf'ord or Birmingham to see some of them, the journey is rewarding enough.
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7 EesTatN I'FOC)Y JEAN LAUC)HINC)
Bronze, Iteight 9"
nrem)vtttgv 1942

8 Ciavtura-Rttggsgh HORACE BROD/KY
(1891—1915) Bronze, het'ght 28"

tvgvIRED 1943

Axvttgotzt DONNA MARIA CHIAI'El.l.l
Bronze, hetght 17"," (uitbout base)

avt)vtttgv 195t)

For children Fpstein has always had intense feeling and the Leeds Peggy jean
I aughing, modelled in 1921, shows the sculptor's daughter at the age of
two and a half ~ ears.
The sculptor Henri Gaudier-Brzeska was killed in battle at Neuville St. Vaast

on June 5th, 1915, aged twenty-three years. Since then he has been acclaimed
a great artist and Leeds has three works by him. It is particularly pleasant
to have the bust of Horace Brodzky (1913) because Mr. Brodzky has written
in his biography of Gaudier-Brzeska (1933) "we were very close and had few
secrets from each other" and in due course "he decided to model my portrait".
Brodzky continues, "at last we arranged a sitting. He (Brzeska) was full of
enthusiasm and insisted upon my stripping to the waist as he wanted to do
the chest as well. My head was tilted back, with the chin prominently forward....He worked in a most alarming fashion, jabbing all the time... thumped
the clay about, gouged out furrows... This bust to use his own words was
'cubic'... at the back of the bust he signed his name with a dedication in
shorthand. In front he scratched a nude male and a girl's head. He did not
explain the significance of these incised drawings and I am quite sure there
was none. They were done in a moment, on the cast before me. I put it down
to his youthful fun." The I~restler, acquired in 1943, is one of the two lead
casts made after the sculptor's death from the plaster exhibited at Temple
Vewsam in 1943.
The story of Gaudier-Brzeska and his wife, Sophia, is perhaps one of the

most poignant in the history of the art of this century. Trouble constantly
pursued Sophia "from the time, when as a young girl in Poland, she defied
her parents and set out on the long pilgrilanage which took htcr over u ope,
to America, back to Paris where she met Brzeska, and then on with him to
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10 REG. BUTLER GIRL, 1956—7
Bronze, height 58I".

ACQUIRED BY LEEDS ART COLI.ECTIONS FUND 1957

London, where she was to
live a few short years before
he was killed in battle; and
she, Sophia Brzeska, to spend
her last hours in solitude in
an asylum". At her death,
Henri's carvings and draw-
ings, his letters and her diary
were sold. H. S.Ede compiled
his book from this material
and The N~restler at Leeds
came from Ede's collection.
The catalogue of Henry

Moore's first exhibition, held
at the Leicester Galleries in
April 1931, contains a pre-
fatory note by Epstein, an
indication of his sympathy
with the work of younger
men. Leeds has always had
a strong connection with
Moore in training and in
his friendship with the late
Ernest Musgrave. It is there-
fore particularly pleasant
that modern sculpture by
Moore, Barbara Hep worth,
Kenneth Armitage, Leslie
Thornton and Ralph Brown,
is to be shown in Leeds in
October. The collections at
Leeds and Temple Newsam,
deprived now of Moore's
Reclining Figure, must turn to
two earlier works Maternity
(1924) a nine-inch figure in

Hopton Wood Stone and Reclining Woman (1929) in Hornton Stone. The
Family Group which is placed at the entrance to the new Lecture Hall in the
City Art Gallery is on loan from the Arts Council. Most modern sculpture
is concentrated at the City Art Gallery and includes work by Austin Wright
(including the recent gift by Mr. Frank Lambert of Wright's Emerging Figure,
1942); Jocelyn Horner (her Bronte'isters is only on loan to us), Kenneth
Armitage and Libero Andreotti. The life size standing figure Marietta is by
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a time when Butler found this difficulty
when lying in hospital. It has not proved
possible to capture Butler's "thinking out
loud" to preserve in this Calendar. The
whole was a conception of illustration and
comment infused with all the wisdom of
the sculptor's practical approach to his
task.
Lest it be thought that we are entirely

preoccupied with the acquisition of
controversial sculpture, let me instance in
closing the terra-cotta busts of King
George III and Queen Charlotte, and
Frank Dobson's bust of Margaret Raw-
lings, purchased in 1936. They breath life
and likeness and that is part of the story
of sculpture.

G.W.B.

~l:$

't

11 Ul.l XrME rsCH .'MARIETTA
Bronre, 63"X 19—,'"

ACQUIRED 1944

the German sculptor, Uli Nimptsch. In
1944 Ernest Musgrave showed a Nimptsch
exhibition at Leeds alongside an exhibition
of French paintings. Sir Philip Hendy
commented in his preface to the catalogue
that Nimptsch's work "takes its place nat-
urally among that of the great French
painters of the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries" and went on to note his
affinity with Italian Renaissance sculptors
and his treatment of surfaces until they
ripple with life.
At the Annual General Meeting of the

, 'q'l.',,Leeds Art Collections Fund, members
listened to an enthralling lecture by the
sculptor Reg Butler. The Art Collections
Fund have recently placed on loan Butler'
Portrait of a Girl showing that same
preoccupation with the portrayal of the
upturned face. When all Europe turned
its face to the sky in fear, Butler was
sculpting figures with this theme, and the
struggle of taking off clothing is portrayed
in this frenzied figure a throw-back to

1'age
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12 JosEPH GoTT (170G—10130! BUST OF A GIRL
.ISarble, hei,ill 20!"

PRESENTED BY MRS E C BAN KSr I928

IS JosFPH GLYPT 11700—10130l BUS'I'I'ISS BA!3 IKS
.Ilrrrl l», Ir»R~ll/ 17!,"

I'RESEN1'E33 BS MRS. F.. FK BANKS, 1928



14 KENNETII:I(RSIITAGE 1P('ize 4'inner 1958, X'eni(e, Biennale) T1VO STANDING FIGURES
Bran-e, I(ei«hl 21"

ACQUIRED BY Till( I.EEDS ART COLLECTIONS FUND, 193(I
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15 EMILIO GRECO FEMALE FIGURE
Bron-.e, height 34"

PURCHASED BY THF. LEEDS ART COLLECTIONS FUND, 1954

16 H. PHLLI.IPS
Plaster, height 42"
ACQUIRED IN 1954

NICKY
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17 By or after GrovANNI DA BDLocxA (1524—1608)
Bronze, 10"x 12"

BOD('I IT, HARDI ho Fr:XDh 1944

LION AND HORSE

+'(4''.
hh,

18 V ING GEORGE III an(I QLEEN CHARLOTTE, c.1761
'Terra-cotta busts, Ireigbr 94"

A<'(ll IRED I'X 1945
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19 Summer at
7 ernple JtAasam

TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE
OPEN DAILY, INCLUDING SUNDAYS
OCTOBER to APRIL, 11.30a.m. to 6.15 p.m. or dusk
MAY to SEPTEMBER, 10.30 a.m. to 6.15 p.m.
WEDNESDAY 10.30 a.m. to 8.0 p.m.

JULY 5 to
AUGUST 31 MASTERPIECES FROM YORKSHIRE HOUSES

A memorial exhibition to the late Ernest L Musgrave consisting
of many of the paintings previously shown in the Picture of the
Month scheme instituted by Mr. Musgrave

LONG GALLERY CONCERTS
JULY 23 and AUGUST 27
Commencing at 7.30 p.m.

Bookings at Barker's from one month prior to each concert

LEEDS CITY ART GALLERY
OPEN DAILY, 10.30 a.m. to 6.30 p.m.
SUNDAY 2.30 p.m. to 5.0 p.m.

SEPTEMBER 13 to
SEPTEMBER 27 FRENCH SOCIETY BOOKS

An exhibition organized by the Libraries department of books
gathered together by the French Embassy to show special examples
of printing and illustration
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SOME NOTABLE EVENTS IN YORKSHIRE GALLERIES
Arts Council Exhibitions
Young Contemporaries
Romantic and Abstract

Keighley
Huddersfield

July 5 to July 26
Aug. 16 to Sept. 6

Art Exhibitions Bureau
Britain in Watercolours 1957
Society of Marine Artists
The Hague School and Amsterdam Impressionists
Children's Paintings
Women's International Art Club
Society of Aviation Artists

Doncaster
Hull
York
Hull
Bradford
Rotherham

June 14 to July 12
July 5 to Aug. 2
July 19 to Aug. 16
Aug. 23 to Sept. 20
Aug. 30 to Sept. 27
Aug. 30 to Sept. 27

Victoria and Albert Museum
20th Century Watercolours
English Porcelain
Two Centuries of English Chintz
Gothic Art
The Arts of Ancient Rome

Sheffield
Rotherham
Halifax
Harrogate
Hull

July 16 to Aug. 12
July I to July 30
Aug. 9 to Oct. 19

September
Sept. 29 to Nov. 22

Other Exhibitions
Polish Life and Folk Art To-day
Huddersfield School of Art Annual Exhibition
Burmese Costume
French Week Exhibition
Rotherham Society of Artists
Artists'nternational Association
Original Prints of French Impressionists
Czechoslovakian Folk Art
Hull Art Club
Helsinki School of Art Students'ork
Paintings by James Arundel
Doncaster Children's Art Exhibition
Fifty Years Backstage (theatre paintings of Wm. Stewart)
Artists'nternational Association
Bradford Art Club
Epstein Bronzes, Rembrandt Etchings, Paintings by Kramer

from the G. Rosenthall collection
New Editions Group (Prints)
British Glass
3rd North Riding Artists'xhibition
"New Vision 58" Exhibition
Keighley Art Club
Regional College of Arts and Crafts—Students'ork

Bradford
Huddersfield
Halifax
Harrogate
Rotherham
Scarborough
Wakefield
Wakefield
Hull
Huddersfield
Bradford
Doncaster
Scarborough
Huddersfield
Bradford

Wakefield
Sheffield
Hull
Scarborough
Doncaster
Keighley
Hull

June 27 to July 27
June 28 to July 12
June 28 to Aug. 3

July
July I to July 26
July 2 to July 30
July 5 to Aug. 6
July 5 to Aug. 6
July 12 to Aug. 2
July 12 to July 27
July 18 to Aug. 17
July 19 to Aug. 10
Aug. I to Aug. 30
Aug. 3 to Aug. 27
Aug. 9 to Sept 21

Aug. 9 to Oct. 25
Aug. 23 to Sept 21
Aug. 30 to Sept. 20
Sept. I to Sept. 30
Sept. 6 to Oct. 5
Sept. 13 to Oct. 5
Sept. 27 to Oct. 18
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Experiment —Not Precedent

At the Annual General Meeting of the Leeds Art Collections Fund held at
Temple Newsam House on May 16th, an interesting experiment took place.
Members were invited to select by vote three or less paintings for eventual
purchase by the Fund. Eleven pictures were on view, chosen for submission
to the membership by four members of the Committee. As a result of this
experiment five pictures were finally purchased, namely:

Objects for Meditation I and II, Frank Avray Wilson. Two oil on perspex
pictures which are viewed with light transmitted through them in the
manner of stained glass.

7he Deposition, Ceri Richards.
Flight into Egypt, Louis James.
Coucher de Soleil (watercolour), Raoul Duly.
The Dufy, possibly by a traditional inclination and the fact that it was the

most expensive picture on view attracted the greatest number of votes. The
experiment has resulted in interesting comments from Michael Scott, Frank
Avray Wilson, Louis James, Ceri Richards, and a. member of the selection
committee.

20 RAol,l. DIIFY (1877—1953) COUCHER DE SOLEIL
IValercolour, 194" x 26"

AOQI<IRPD BY Tllk: I.EEDS ART OOLLEOTIOFSS FLSID. 1958



"...Nice in the dining room, deah" by Michael Scott

The experiment, at the Leeds Art Collections Fund annual meeting, of
allowing members to choose pictures for the Leeds Gallery, was an interesting
one. It was also extremely dangerous. To judge fairly in so short a time and
such crowded conditions was very difficult. Yet, to me, the experiment's
failure did not seem entirely due to the cocktail crush and chatter. The main
trouble was that the pictures were chosen not because they would be the
right ones f'r Leeds but on "that would look nice in the dining-room, deah"
lines.
Deciding about a personal collection is simple. One buys a picture because

one likes it, or for investment, or (preferably) both. But, when choosing a
public collection there is another factor involved. Posterity should be given
as accurate an idea as possible of what art was generally considered most
influential and important at the time of choosing. A permanent public
collection should have a value as a permanent historical record.
So, lest the experiment be repeated, I offer reasons for an alternative choice

in an attempt to provoke retrospective discussion. Was the majority choice
v orthy of posterity's judgment? Did it mirror at all accurately the important
art of this decade? Could we, given a future opportunity, make a wiser
selection?
Naturally my opinions are personal and prejudiced. (George Jean Nathan

said: "Show me a critic without prejudices and I'l show you an arrested
cretin".) I do not claim that my choice is right, only the future will judge
that. But it is an honest selection, seriously considered; one in which I
passionately believe.
First of all I eliminated those painting» that seemed conceived with too

slight an artistic purpose or too many of some other painter's ideas. For the
first reason I rejected Louis James'hallow and boring Flight into Egypt; for
the second, Peter Kinley's Seated Figure, (De Stael painted nudes as well as
landscapes). And, on grounds of technique, I ruled out Ceri Richards, whose
unpleasant handling of paint only partially hides his weak draughtsmanship.
It was obviously right of the committee to include a member of the Folies
John Berger nus realist troupe—especially as Richards is one of Britain'
Guggenheim award finalists this year but Vhe Deposition, a bad example of
the genre, is hardly even fit to touch the hem of Bratby's gravy train.

Calliyannis and Dufy merited a little more attention. They are both able
and successful escapists. But their productions must not be confused with
serious art. The Dufy would be an excellent design for the top of Prince
Albert of Monaco's twenty-first birthday cake; the Calliyannis could be used
as inspiration for the icing on a gateau to commemorate the tenth anniversary
of the death of de Stael. Neither deserve a greater permanence than is normally
given to spun sugar.
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Wilson's Objects for Meditation interested me much more. In spite of
Biederman, I believe that there are still many possibilities inherent in easel
painting; but I believe also that new materials and new techniques can be
invaluable in the discovery of new rhythms and new space which is what all
serious artists (whether realists or abstractionists) are looking for. The medium
of oil on perspex offers tremendous possibilities for such discoveries. Wilson
failed to realize them mainly because his two panels were probably technical
experiments. At least they gave that impression, for he seems to have treated
the idea as merely an extension of his normal painting. Reg Butler said, in his
lecture at the meeting, that truth to material is not always necessary; but, in
this case, greater truth to material would have resulted in greater visual
excitement. For, to me, this material cries out to be used three dimensionally.
If the artist had taken a number of panels, considered his design sculpturally,
worked out different parts of it on each panel, and then fixed them a few
inches apart so that the spectator looked through the first to the second,
through both to the third, and so on, he could have achieved a multiplicity
of spacial tensions between the real space of the perspex and the illusionistic
space of advancing and receding colour. [See comment by Wilson on p. 22—ED.J
So I rejected the panels in the hope that there will be better ones in future.
The remaining four works were exciting pictures by important painters—

hard to separate except on grounds of personal taste. It was difficult, but I
finally eliminated Alan Davie's Interior, Exterior in favour of his Saint. Both
were vital and thrilling (early) works, but the Saint seemed a more effective
gallery picture.
Davie's art seems difficult only to those who have fixed ideas of what they

think paintings ought to be. But painters, like all explorers, can be guided,
but must never be bound, by rules. If we can look at a painting by Davie and
forget preconceived rules for a moment or two, all 'diHiculty'ill be replaced
by a sense of awe. From then on his work can offer a vitally rewarding visual
experience.
Since Davie is at present living in Leeds on a Gregory Fellowship, the City

Gallery must presumably buy at least one example ot his work. It would
probably be wise to buy more than one, because his aluminium frames cannot
hide the fact that, as investments, his pictures are gilt-edged.
Peter Lanyon's painting suffered most of all from the crush of the judging.

Lanyon is a painter who can somehow manage to give paint the power to
create an exact mood of place. Not its appearance alone, certainly not the
appearance from the fixed viewpoint of' traditionalist, but an amalgam of
sight, sound, smell and touch translated into visual terms. His work proves
that, to be evocative in the truest way, a painter must do more than make a
record of obvious visual sensations.
But, in spite of this strong British challenge, my prize must go abroad—to

the French Canadian Riopclle. His painting had, for me, a total appeal. I
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liked its composition, its colour, the way it "grew". I liked its confident
professionalism. In common with a great boxer, Riopelle never pulls a punch:

His
each stroke and thrust of his palette knife is passionately positivel right.y rig
is picture surfaces are totally interesting; there are no soft spots. Riopelle

i» the artist who must surely be recognized as the best "thick" action painter
fo thi» decade if not this century. Pollock, the innovator, poured liquid

enamel and gave artists a new vocabulary. Riopelle has understood the spirit
of thi» vocabulary (unlike the majority of taeliistes who understand only its
appearance). As a result he has created great and timeless art which is, none
the less, very much of'his time.
Only one thing could have prevented me from voting for Riopelle: four

hundred guineas in my bank account. In that case I would have prayed with
shameless selfishness that his picture remained unchosen. For it would lo k
CC

u oo
very nice in my dining-room, deah."

21 C.'FRI RICHARDS
Oil on camas, 24" x 88"

AOOIIIRED BY TIIE LLEDs ART ODI.I.EDTIoss FUBII, 1958

THE DEPOSITION
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A Se1ector's Notes

Most experiments are made for a purpose to find something out. When
the committee of the Leeds Art Collections Fund asked the members them-
selves to select pictures for the Gallery, it was an experiment to find out
whether such a "democratic" process was either operable or valuable.

As one of the committee who was asked to make an initial selection, I would
like to note my experiences and reactions.

My object was to produce four pictures representative of current trends in
painting, by artists whom I admire. My personal choice veered towards
younger artists, not necessarily established, whose pictures have not reached
"Buffet" prices. I tried to view in the space of some two months as many
pictures as I could, predominantly in London and Yorkshire galleries, at
exhibitions showing paintings that ranged from genteel chi-chi to enraged
egomania.
But to select raised a most serious difficulty. For at the earlier exhibitions

galleries were naturally reluctant to put a "reserved" label on pictures that
would have to wait two months for selection. At later exhibitions it was again
difficult to withdraw pictures from which first the committee and then the
general meeting must choose (a time span of some three weeks).
But the pictures I wanted I managed to procure, satisfied that they were

worth submitting to the judgment not only of the committee and members
but of the critics of Right and Left who would certainly leap into the ring,
fists flying, the moment the selection was announced.
I do not intend to attack or defend individual pictures I would rather

duck through the ropes and from a ringside seat admire the style of the
contestant critics in safety.
But I do ask myself whether, despite the obstacles involved, the experiment

was a success. I think that as an experiment, the answer is "yes", even if for
the one reason that members have been enabled to choose individually; that
most of them will see on the gallery walls their picture, and will see how well
or ill it stands up to comparison with the rest of the collection. If well, they
can be both satisfied and proud to have added something of merit to a fine
collection. If ill if the picture falls to pieces visually, disintegrates into mean-
ingless paint or insipid conception, then that may be a lesson learnt, a personal
mistake not repeated.
But I should hate to see the experiment being taken as a precedent for an

alternative method of selection to that which has served the City so well in
the past. The dangers of such a method are formidable, and the possible
outcome frightening to visualize.
No, let the members continue to elect a committee, and let the committee

with the expert advice of the Director continue to select.
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Ceri Richards writes
7 he Deposition painting (Plate 21) which Leeds City Art Gallery has bought

is a study for a much larger picture of this subject.
Christian themes have been painted for centuries and by the greatest artists.

These themes have become profoundly related to humanity in every way.
They are now great universal symbols, with very complex overtones, and
suggest that to express them with gravity and profundity special qualities in
design, form and colour are necessary to the artist.
For myself, I have tried to express the sombreness of this particular episode

in various ways (these are also hinted at in the smaller version). The relaxed,
still figure on the shroud expresses the release from the tension of suffering.
The head and the gestures of the hands and feet, which wear the stigmata
(with emphasis), are distributed areas of warm grey on a cruciform silhouette
of the white shroud cloth. These areas of head, hands and feet plot the figure
gesture as a sort of withdrawn shape. The white cruciform shape lies against
a background of golden brown debris.
Three pairs of very different hands appear towards the top of the canvas,

mainly from left towards the right, and represent three different characters
in this drama.

Frank Avray Wilson writes
To me, the most important feature of postwar art development is the impact

of "action painting" and "tachisme" on image creation; this enables a valid
image to be elaborated by a "catch-as-catch-can" approach, an exploitation
of fortuituous opportunities, which is a radical reversal of the traditional
Cartesian approach. The latter, seen in the typically "French" approach to
advanced abstraction in painters like Manessier, has been responsible for an
apparent non-figuration; the non-figuration which proceeds from the new
approach, as seen first in the Americans'ollock, Tobey, Sam Francis, is
intrinsic, spontaneous, autonomous.

A completely new a:sthetic will be necessary to account for this radical turn.
It represents a break in the course of art history as abrupt as the change from
palaeolithic near-realism to neolithic abstraction, and the lingering attempts
to see these recent events in the light of previous art history entails the disregard
of the most important features of these events. For instance, traditional "com-
position", centred around the "Golden" mean, balance etc. still apply to
apparent non-figuration there is usually an "elusive" reminder of the seen,
space time world. Intrinsic imageries, however, obey quite different "laws":
composition is usually "heliocentric", the space is not recessional, not static
and is not created by a simulation of apparent material space but is dynamic
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the sensation of "space" being> created by a diHerential dynamism, zones of
different energ>isation. The probable reason for this basic diflerence is that
apparent advanced abstraction and nor>-figuration derives its imag>cries in the
aspects of the mind more closely associated with space time events and material
objectivity, whereas intrinsic non-figuration (and ensuing re-figurations) spring
from the deep psyche, where the laws of form organization are quite diH'erent
and independent of'such inHuences as gravitation. Incidentally, f'r this reason
I do not think that the use of'heets of'hin perspex, to stimulate recession, can
apply to my type of'mage; on the contrary, I avoid any possibility of such
suggestions of material "space" in my "matiere".

However, a technical possibility of great promise and which would meet
all the needs of a highly dynamic imagery is the use of liquid coloured perspex.
I am working on this at present. Thereby, instead of tinted surf'aces, one obtains
an image in which the colours run right through, with an infinite possibility
of spontaneous mutation while working. It would combine the immense
symbolic wealth of stained glass with the most recent "free" techniques.
I believe that my work, although profiting of the recent post-war liberation

of action-painting and tachisme, brings in an entirely synthetic re-figuration.
1he "shapes" which appear in my work are not only quite spontaneous, but
are reconstructions from the deep psyche which borrow nothing trom natural
form. Their high content in vitality is, I believe, duc to the fact that the human
mind, in its depths, can in fact tap intuitively into the "ground" f'rom which
the life we see in nature originates. The artist can thus "create" lif'e. And as
much as modern industrial man has moved away from nature, such synthetic
vitalist imageries can provide the symbolizecl vitality, the invigorating and
spiritualizing eHigies which the modern environment needs. Any one doubting
the validity and function of my kind of work should try comparing the efTects
of hanging one of my paintings in a workshop, or a laboratory with, say, a
still lif'e, a nude or a view of nature. Far from the accusations of having no
meaning to people, to the common v orking man, I believe that my kind

of'rt

not only provides deep human meaning to the environment, but is a vital
necessity for humanizing the modern environment ancl in turn keeping man
as a human being. It is the essential step in the con:plcte conversion of the
modern environment into one vast "work of art", which alone will be able to
replace the ancestral role of a ra> agecl and desecratccl, «nd largely meaningless
nature to industrial man.
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Louis James writes
Some years ago I found it comparatively easy to "say" something about my

work. At present it seems more diflicult. I am not sure of the reason for this.
It may well have been that previously my aesthetic inarticulation nccded thc
support of verbal explanation in order to satisfy the desire for expression.
Though certain aspects of my work now seem to mc much more lucid, I

still do not find painting "easy". I think possibly I have learned, at least, not
to force directions into my work—preferring to paint instinctively rather than
intellectually em o ti on ally rather
than analytically, though realizing
that my more satisfactory pictures are
those which have elements of both.
Flight into Egypt is probably linked

closely to a series of paintings of
Southern Spain, which I did last year
after a period there. I say linked

I p
'ecausein general composition,

colour and expression the painting is
similar and because I felt a close
afIinity between the physical and,.~, fj

I
jl

spiritual association of'pain and
biblical Palestine.

Coucher de Soleil by Raoul Duly i»

a welcome addition to the Leeds
collections. No reproduction can
convey the special attractions of
Dufy'» later pictures. Six month»
after the large showing of his work
at the 1952 Biennale in Venice,
where he won the International Prize
for Painting, he died a martyr to the
arthritis which had crippled him in
his last years.

Cez anne, the Fauves, and the
Cubists influenced him in turn, and
he has always been regarded in this
country with genuine admiration
and delight.

22 Lol:Is JAMES FLIGHT INTO EGYPT
OIl on IanBIIS, -".0" Y 20"

AC+I IIRBII BY
TIIB I.IIIIIIs ART (:oI.I.BIII'loss I'Issl), 1958
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kIasterpieces from Yorkshire Houses

An Exhibition at Temple JVewsam House, Ieeds, july 5th to August 31st, 1958.
Arranged as a memorial to Ernest I. Musgrave, Director 1946' 57.

In 1946 the late Ernest Musgrave, with the kind co-operation of the owners
of valuable pictures in Yorkshire, inaugurated a "Picture of the Month"
scheme. One of these pictures was shown each month at the City Art Gallery
until 1956 when the growing number of houses "open to the public" made
the arrangements of such loans very difficult.

As a memorial to Ernest Musgrave, who died on November 18th, 1957,
following a tragic road accident, thc Art Gallery and Temple Newsam House
Sub-committee have arranged a retrospective exhibition of thirty-eight

of'hesepictures.
Pride of place is given to two pictures from the collection of the Earl of

Halifax (Garrowby). These are the portrait of A 2'oung Man with a Glove by
Titian (formerly ascribed to Giorgione), and The Deposition from the Gross by
the Master of the St. Bartholomew Altar. Thc Marquess of wetland (Aske
Hall) is loaning his famous Shipping Becalmed by Jan van der Cappelle (1624—79).
Capelle was one of the most sensitive painters of Dutch river scenes. Major
George Howard (Castle Howard) has had one of the splendid views of Venice
by Canaletto specially cleaned and the Castle Howard collection is also
providing The Massacre of the Innocents by Pieter Brueghel the younger (c.1564—
1637/8) .
The eighteenth century Grand Tour is epitomised in Pompeo Batoni's

portrait of Sir Thomas Gascoigne painted in Rome in 1779 (Sir Alvary
Gascoigne, Lotherton Hall), and all the splendour of the court of Charles II
is found in Michael Wright's Sir Robert Vyner and Family from Studley Royal.
Sir Robert was goldsmith and banker to Charles II.
Henry Lord Darnley was born at Temple Newsam in 1545 and Lord Bolton

is loaning one of his two portraits of Darnley by Hans Eworth (c.1520—73).
This was exhibited at the Royal Academy 1950 51 and was given to Charles I
in 1639 by the Duke of Lennox. Thomas Gainsborough is represented by
Sir Martyn Beckett's sketch for the famous National Gallery Gainsborough
The Market Cart painted in 1786. His contemporary, Sir Joshua Reynolds, is
seen in the unusual The Infant Hercules loaned from Wentworth Woodhousc.
The Fattorini family of Bradford are well known for their splendid collection

of Dutch masters and Miss Mary Fattorini has lent Meindert Hobbema's
If ooded Landscape. This was exhibited at Amsterdam in 1936. The Harewood
House collections are now regularly shown to the public but Lord Harewood

[con(inucd on Pa«e 27]
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23 JAN %AN DER CAI'PIII.I.L'1624—1679) SHIPPING BECALMED
I.FNT BY 'I'IIII MARQI IESS OF /IITI.AND

iAP,,

'4

MEINDERT HOBBEMA (1638—1709j
LENT BY MISS MARY FATTORINI

iVOODED LANDSCAPE



Children's Art Exhibition

The Sunday Pictorial Children's Art Exhibition was opened at the City Art
Gallery on April 11th and closed on May 18th. During that time it was seen
by about 20,000 visitors. The exhibition was opened by Sir Herbert Read
who said:
"What began ten years ago as a National Fxhibition of Children's Art, at

the instigation of'he Sunday Pictorial, has now become an annual feature like
the Royal Academy Exhibition, the Chelsea Flower Show and so on. This
exhibition new every year is being shown in London and circulates to a number
of'rt Galleries in the country and even goes abroad to as 1'ar afield as Canada
and Russia. Everywhere it meets with the same acclamation, the same interest
and the same enthusiasm. What were our motives when we started these
exhibitions'? Of course if'ou are cynical you can say that the,sunday Pictorial
started it from motives of'ublicity or prestige but »o far as I am concerned
and all the others of thc comnfittec, that i» a very secondary consideration.
If publicity can lead to such public benefit a» this national exhibition

of'hildren'sart, we would like to have some more of't. What is the public
benefit of an exhibition like this? Herc I have put down three benefits which
seem to mc to be fairly obvious. 'I'hc first is that it draws attention to what
was before a neglected art, an art in its own right, the art of children. It is an
art peculiar to children, having its own justification and its own poetry. In
the second place such an exhibition poses the question, since such art exists
and has its own aesthetic values, what is its place in the life ol'he child ancl
in education?
"I'hirdly, an exhibition like this throws light on the nature of'art in general,

its original and scientific significance. This subject provokes quite a lot of
thought which would be appropriate on an occasion like thi», but I think it
shows that an exhibition like this has far more importance than any temporary
publicity which may be attached to it. But we have critics—-those who organize
the exhibition are criticized, we have critics who object to the importance
attached to child art. They say we are paying too much attention to what
i» a minor activity in a child's life.
"What is our answer to such sceptici»m regarding child art. I think the

underlying fallacy of the point of view of Joyce Cary Iin his book Art and
Reality) and many other people is the fallacy that conceptional knowledge is
necessarily more valuable than intuitive knowledge. That art is no good
because it does not deal with reality, that is it does not tell us enough facts
about the world. This i» part of the general fallacy of the modern world.
The fallacy that knowledge i» superior to wisdom. That something you can
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prove by mathematics or logic is necessarily truer than something you know
is right or true by instinct. It is true that child art can never be what Joyce
Cary calls 'great art', but this little word 'great'akes the whole question.
Greatness is not an aesthetic category but truth is; 'beauty is truth, truth is
beauty', said Keats. The purpose of art or education is not to make us great or
clever or even successful; the purpose of art in education is to make us happy.
Art does this by sharpening our sensibilities. Our sensuous awareness of what
is and what might be. It is my belief, and I think the main article of faith of
all who are behind this exhibition, that the creative faculties which are the
birthright of the child can, if properly developed, contribute more than
science and conceptional knowledge to the happiness of mankind."

PHILIP MERCIER IN YORKSHIRE
Since the article on the fashionable eighteenth century painter Philip Mercier

in the Spring 1958 issue of this Calendar the following further works by him in
Yorkshire are noted.
john Brewster (c.54in. x 66 in.) and one of his son, and his wife (Jane Darley,

signed in 1744). These are with Colonel Geoffrey Darley at Aldby Park,
Stamford Bridge. He informs me there is a fourth Mercier in his possession
of the same Jane Darley, and that the clothes in which John Brewster was
painted are extant.
In the York City Art Gallery are two Mercier's: Miss Anne Pawson (afterwards

Mrs. Wilson) signed 'Ph. Mercier fecit. Ano. 1743', lent by Lt. Col. Howard
Vyse, and a portrait ofMiss Adams, signed 'Ph. Mercier f. 1741', presented in
1887 by Colonel Little. Two of the Mercier's at Wentworth Woodhouse
Lady Anne Wentworth and Charles Lord Higham and his sister Lady Charlotte
Wentworth were exhibited at the Graves Art Gallery, SheAield, April —July 1949
(Nos. 9 and 10). Further information about Mercier portraits in Yorkshire
will always be welcome.

[conanued fiorn page 24]
(whose Bellini picture inaugurated the scheme in 1946) has allowed Koninck's
Distant Uiew of Haarlem and Ribera's expressive St. john the Baptist to be
included in this exhibition.
A little known Lawrence from Newby Hall and pictures from Pepper Arden,

Brough Hall, Scampston Hall and private collections in Leeds, Wakefield
and Scarborough all help in maintaining the high respect in which Yorkshire
collections and Temple Newsam House are held. To the furtherance of such
ideals, Ernest Musgrave devoted his life's activity.
A detailed illustrated catalogue, with an appreciation of Ernest Musgrave,

has been prepared.
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